TORO Drafting Table

specifications

3mm Tops:
The core material is 1.125” thick particle
board with a phenolic backer sheet and
high pressure laminate on top making
the total top thickness at 1.25”. Grey, 3mm PVC edge
banding is applied to all sides, square corners. Pencil
ledge is attached to top using joint connector bolts
TORO Frame:
The fully welded solid steel apron is 1” x 2”, 16-gauge
steel which also includes a 1” x 1” , 16-gauge steel
connector bar that is also fully welded and is part of the
apron. Scissors jacks are attached to this connector
bar with flat head machine screws and also connected
to the top with square pan screws which allows the
top to have a soft close. The legs and apron are
MIG welded together to make the frame of the table.
The apron has welded 16-gauge steel tabs at preset
locations used for fastening the frame to the back of the
table top with square pan screws.
TORO Leg:
Adjustable (-ADJ): 1.5” square
The adjustable leg options include a 1.5” square,
14-gauge outer tube with two (2) holes for positive
contact and safety with adjustability. The outer tubes
are welded to the apron. The inner portion of the leg
is 1.25” square, 16-gauge tube with flow-drilled and
tapped holes. The inner leg section is fabricated to
fit into the outer leg assembly. The adjustments are
made through two (2) button head machine screws
(M6 allen head) into the tapped holes of the inner leg.
Finished off with a 13/8” adjustment nylon glide with
3/8-16 thread x 1”.

TORO Drafting Table Standard Features:

Full welded frame
and legs for superior
strength

-G4
G4

Textured
Black

Smooth
Silver

TORO Drafting Table Optional Features:

2.5” Grand Hank
glide (-HG)

1.25” Soft Touch glide
(-FG) steel glide (-SG)

3” heavy-duty locking
casters, raises heights
by 3.5”* (-HDCA)

3” heavy-duty locking
colored casters, raises
heights by 3.5”*
(-HDCC_)

Dual wheel soft tread
locking casters, raises
height by 2.11”* (-CA)

3" Heavy Duty Colored Caster Chart
Model #

SKU

Colored Caster

-HDCCP

04067882-P

Purple

-HDCCR

04067882-R

Red

-HDCCL

04067882-L

Lime Green

-HDCCB

04067882-B

Blue

-HDCCO

04067882-O

Orange

-HDCCG4

04067882-G4

Grey

-HDCC09

04067882-09

Black

*Casters are NOT to be used as leveling devices and require field assembly.

Shipping Class: Frames: Density Based Class, Tops: 70
NMFC#: Frames: 82790

*When casters are added to TORO fixed legs, the work surface height
increases. It is recommended to add casters to adjustable legs to offset for the
overall increased height.

TORO Drafting Table
3mm

Wgt

Description

Overall
D” x L”

Table H”

Adj. Top
D” x L”

Fixed Top
D” x L”

TORDT6068-ADJ

62

Adjustable Top with Pencil Ledge

24 x 42

21.49 - 37.49

24 x 32

24 x 9.88

TORDT6078-ADJ

65

Adjustable Top with Pencil Ledge

30 x 36

21.49 - 37.49

30 x 24

30 x 11.88

TORDT6068-ADJ

wibenchmfg.com

1.375” nylon glides

Pencil ledge

Finish:
The apron/legs have a choice of two colors; powder
coated with a polyester texture black finish to 3mil in
thickness or a smooth silver finish.
-G4
09

Adjustable legs adjust
in 1” increments
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Specifications are subject to change. Product
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